
Houston Conwill received his BFA from Howard University and his MFA from University of Southern California.1 He received several prestigious awards including the 1984 Prix de Rome.
Conwill’s most recognized sculptures are site-specific installations created in collaboration with architect J. DePace and poet Estella Majozo. Their designs are often floor installations
that can be entered and contemplated from within.2

Arc’s shadow aligns with thin bronze inlays drawn in the concrete below that chart time as the sun moves overhead. The metal arch was created using arc spraying, an unusual
technique for fine art sculpture.3 One can walk under and around Arc to examine the multitude of symbols rising from its surface. But there are no translations.

Conwill often looks to the Kongo peoples of the Democratic Republic of Congo for artistic inspiration. Arc includes three bronze circles imbedded in the concrete paving each with one
word repeated twice. The first, Memory, lies beneath the arch as if asking us to somehow recall those ancestral symbols. Descend a few stairs to stand inside Vision, climb a few more
to encounter Imagination. All three circles are divided into four equal parts after Yowa, the Kongo sign for the continuity of human life: youth, maturity, old age, and death. Perhaps
Conwill saw York College as a place of transformation that welcomes students at all stages of life as long as they are willing to put memory, vision and imagination to work.
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Houston Conwill (b. 1947, United States) Arc, 1986 Metals and concrete, span—26 feet 

Academic Core Building, 160
th

Street Entrance

1 Biographical data was taken from Thomas Riggs, ed. St. James Guide to Black Artists (Detroit, 1997), p.188-121.
2 Rivers is located in Harlem’s Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture.
3 Molten metal, usually zinc or copper, is sprayed in fine droplets that cool and solidify. Common applications are for corrosion control and decorative detailing on architecture.



Stephen Antonakos, born in Greece, came to the United States when he was four years old.1 His unique artwork changes two-dimensional drawing and painting into three-dimensional
metal and glass tubing. Antonakos is primarily known for permanent installations of large-scale public art found in places like subway stations and airports around the globe.
Antonakos began using neon in 1967 to combine form with intense color. Many of the world’s most prestigious museums have exhibited his artworks. Antonakos represented Greece
at the 1997 Venice Biennial.

York College’s public spaces are open and its floor levels are exposed making it possible to see Antonakos’s Neon for York from many different perspectives. Neon has been in use for
almost a century, but Antonakos’s installation looks futuristic like it belongs in a Steven Spielberg movie. It hovers over the atrium area glowing in green, pink and blue light that
bounce off of every surface within its range. The sculpture is gracefully wrapped around a large pillar. It is made up of geometric shapes, but gives an impression of a snake slithering
around a tree. Antanokos uses open, free shapes allowing the viewer to interpret his work. Some people see letters and numbers others see faces.

Antonakos is a deeply religious man who sometimes draws on his Greek Orthodox background for inspiration, which explains how spiritual his art can appear. His work is best termed
as unobtrusive; it blends into its environment. Neon for York should be admired for its nonconformist message to students to use what they learn at York College in creative ways.
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Stephen Antonakos (b. 1926, Greece) Neon for York, 1986
Neon tubing on metal column, 146 X 42 inches

Academic Core Atrium, 2nd floor

1 Oral history interview Stephen Antonakos, May 9, 1975, Interviewer: Paul Cummings online at http://artarchives.si.edu/oralhist/antona75.htm,
accessed May 13, 2002.



Romare Bearden was born in Charlotte, North Carolina.1 His family moved to Harlem, New York when he was very young. Bearden graduated from New York University in 1935 with a
BS in Mathematics. Although he later studied art history and philosophy in Paris, Bearden never received a degree in Fine Art. He was active in Harlem’s art world as a member of the
Harlem Artists Guild, and a founding member of the Spiral Group, a collective of African-American artists.

Bearden studied life drawing and painting at the Art Students League with German painter and political cartoonist George Grosz. Coupled with his background in mathematics,
Bearden’s interest in the socio-political condition of African Americans made bold statements of his now famous collages. Made out of paper fragments, the faces, places and objects
in his pictures are constructed with studied precision and insight into human nature.

Bearden had family ties that took him to St. Martin where the island’s atmosphere influenced many of his works. Recollection Pond, a hand-woven tapestry based on his 1970 photo
collage Memories, is a richly colored wool weaving dominated by a bright tropical landscape. It boasts a variety of foliage and exotic birds bathed in sunshine.2 The female nude in the
foreground is a natural part of the environment as she wades with fish as her companions in a shallow pool.

Bearden was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Letters and was a recipient of the President’s National Medal of Arts. His work appears in numerous private and public
collections such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Whitney Museum of American Art, and The Studio Museum in Harlem.
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Romare Bearden (1914-1988, United States) Recollection Pond, 1975
Aubusson weave wool tapestry, 5.1 x 6.7 feet, York College Library

1Biographical data on Bearden can be found in Myron Schwartzman, Romare Bearden: His
Life and Art (New York, 1990) or visit http://www.beardenfoundation.org.

2York College’s tapestry is the fourth of an edition of seven woven by Gloria R. Ross.



Sam Gilliam began his career as a painter, but subsequently became “one of the first American painters to blur the line between painting and sculpture” when he hung or suspended
his canvases without traditional stretcher supports.1 Solar Canopy is a reversal of this process. Here Gilliam made a painterly statement in hard metal sculpture.

Solar Canopy is an array of painted aluminum planes bolted some 60 feet overhead. High-keyed, contrasting colors are the dominant features of this abstract construction. Solar
Canopy resembles the swirling Dreamcast logo that was designed by Sega after an Asian ideograph. The sculpture’s multiple shapes and colors have the intensity of a challenging
video game. On a more serious note, Gilliam directly referenced the Earth’s sun and the spread of its rays in his title.

Born in Tupelo, Mississippi. Gilliam received his BA and MFA from the University of Louisville, Kentucky. He has taught in many prominent art schools and universities. Beginning with
his first grant from the National Endowment for the Arts in 1967, Gilliam has been awarded numerous public and private commissions, grants, awards, and honorary doctorates.2

Gilliam’s recent works include installations that employ a variety of materials such as polypropylene, computer generated imaging, and hand-made paper. His work is included in The
Metropolitan Museum of Art and The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden to name only a two of several prestigious collections.
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Sam Gilliam (b. 1933, United States) Solar Canopy, 1986 Painted aluminum, 34 X 12 feet

Academic Core Lounge, 3rd floor

1 Diane Heilenman “Speaking of art . . . 14 Kentuckians discuss
their work in new KET series,” The Courier-Journal (2 December
2001) published online at
http://www.louisvillescene.com/arts/visual/2001/v20011202ket.h
tml accessed 5/13/02.
2 Biographical data was taken from
http://www.crosstownarts.com accessed 5/13/02.



Elizabeth Catlett received her BA in Fine Art from Howard University in 1935. Five years later she received the State University of Iowa’s first MFA.1 Catlett studied with the American
social realist Grant Wood who encouraged her to portray what she knew best. Catlett also worked with the revolutionary Mexican muralists Diego Rivera and David Siqueiros at Taller
de Grafica Popular. Because of her relationship with these artists, the US government labeled Catlett a Communist sympathizer and, hence, an undesirable alien. Subsequently, she
gave up her American citizenship and has lived in Mexico since 1946.

Catlett is drawn to the abstract qualities of African and Cubist art.2 Catlett builds forms through positive and negative shapes based on identifiable subjects exaggerated and distorted
for emphasis and in celebration of the natural qualities of her materials.3 But, realizing that abstraction means little to ‘ordinary’ people, she made sure her figures did not get lost in
her forms.

The 1970s Feminist movement was instrumental to Catlett’s  focus on women and their lives. Torso is an impression of a hard-working woman with large breasts and powerful arms
and hands rendered in hardwood. Catlett used mahogany for its rich color that alludes to the beauty and strength of a brown woman’s body. The figure’s eyes are hypnotic pools of
black and white, the only color added to the work. Full lips punctuate a heart-shaped face that casts a knowing glance. Catlett’s 1946 bronze titled Pensive is almost identical to Torso
and is a testament to her habit of revisiting subject matter and form in different materials. Of the two, York’s version looks much more serene.

Catlett’s work is found in major public and private collections. Now in her 80s, she suffers from arthritis but
continues to make her art to “answer a question or wake somebody up, or give a shove in the right
direction." 
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Elizabeth Catlett (b. 1915, Uniited States) Torso, 1985
Mahogany, 35 inches high

York College Library

1 For more biographical details see Samella Lewis, The Art of Elizabeth Catlett (California, 1984).
2Melanie Anne Herzog, Elizabeth Catlett, An American in Mexico (Washington, 2000).
3Valerie Gladstone, “Strong Enough to Keep On Till She Got Her Due,” New York Times, 7 April 002: AR 33.
4E. Catlett, Elizabeth Catlett Sculpture: A Fifty year Retrospective (Washington, 1998).



Patricia M. Smith is an Irish-American artist and educator.1 She received her BA from Immaculata College and her MFA at the Philadelphia College of Art. She also studied at Yoshida
Hanga Academy in Tokyo. Smith was a child model who received her early education in Roman Catholic school. Her autobiographical art works openly reflect those influences.

Beginning in the mid 1980s and continuing into the 1990s, Smith created a series of books and prints she refers to variously as Model Child or The Saint. She was an Artist in Residence
at York College in 1985 when she developed the print now in the Fine Arts Collection. The titles, Model Child or The Saint, both play a significant role in the viewing experience. It offers
a script that explains how Smith looks back on her childhood and incorporates it into her adult work.

Smith prefers offset printing’s “versatility and superb color” because the color creates a “somewhat heavenly feeling” giving the figure a “saintly” glow. She wrote that this print is
about society’s unrealistic expectations of very young girls to fit into the image of woman. The little girl in Model Child stands boxed into a rigid, ordered framework; frozen in time,
a mere silhouette displayed on a platform. Without knowing its title, this piece comes across as a portrayal of the innocence and grace of youthful femininity.

Presently, Smith is the director for the MFA program in Book Arts and Printmaking at the University
of the Arts in Philadelphia. She published The Book of Neglects described as “humorous in its
straightforward presentation of the truth of a busy life.”2
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Patricia M. Smith (b. 1949, United States) Model Child [The Saint], c.1985 Offset Print, 13 X 16 inches

Academic Core, First floor A corridor

1 Biographical data was taken from personal electronic correspondence with artist (29 April 2002).
2 Taken from http://www.califiabooks.com/offset/u/university_of_the_arts.html accessed 5/13/02.



Nigerian artist Sina Yussuff was a devout Muslim who conveyed deep spiritual awareness in Pray America. Similar to the role played by the College’s Ministry, Pray America is about
spiritual connection between God and His people everywhere. Hanging where students study in silence, this painting depicts religious awakening found through serious
concentration that cleanses the soul in much the same way that education nourishes the mind.

Yussuff uses the color red to symbolize as well as define form. Red can represent emotions such as passion and anger. The Bible mentions that followers of Jesus Christ are of one body
in him and share in his blood. For Christians, Jesus spoke with passion for what he believed in and showed anger towards those who turned away from the truth. As a symbol of Jesus’
blood, red often appears in the robes of religious leaders such as the Catholic Cardinal in Pray America. Red is scattered across the painting to enliven and unify.

Pray America seems to be set outdoors. The warm sunset colors in the background are a reoccurring element in many works by Yussuff. The color gives an appearance that the scene
is burning. The eerie and statuesque man that occupies center stage throws back his head in a trance. The slight tilt of his body adds visual tension as he leans towards the crowd for
support. The atmosphere of color and movement is intense enough that one can almost hear the congregation’s prayers.

The United States of America is a melting pot of cultures. In Pray America, a rainbow of skin colors fills the canvas. The chaotic scene in the background represents the violence that
plagues our country, but especially marks our cities. Perhaps Yussuff saw Christianity as a cure for the crises as well as to unify our increasingly fragmented country.
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Sina Yussuff (1943 – c. 1994, Nigeria) Pray America, 1993 Acrylic and oil on canvas, 36 x 60 inches

York College Library



Martin Puryear was born in Washington D.C. He received his BA from Catholic University and his MFA from Yale University. Puryear taught art and English in Sierra Leone with the
Peace Corps from 1964 to 1966. While in Africa, he studied woodcarving with African craftsmen and learned how to use traditional carving tools.1

Puryear is celebrated for his “monumental minimalist” geometric or organic forms.2 He creates art that fits easily within its environment. The sculpture Puryear designed for York
quietly hovers overhead and is often completely overlooked. It was as if he took a gigantic pencil and drew a graceful, continuous line in space. His choice of an untraditional space
for sculpture is evidence of how Puryear tests his artistic limits.3

While his forms appear simple at first glance, Puryear’s messages are left open to interpretation and can become quite complex. Ark traces the skeletal structure of a boat. The title
immediately brings to mind the Holy Bible and Noah’s important voyage. Puryear might be suggesting survival of a people, a nation, or an entire world. He won’t tell us because  “the
viewer [must] look at the work and make his or her own stories.”4 Puryear’s connection to Africa and African America’s ancestors, who survived horrific ocean crossings centuries ago,
bring to mind slave ships. As students, when we walk below Ark, we are reminded that our life journeys might require endurance as well, but we are the heirs of survivors.
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Martin Puryear (b. 1941, United States) Ark, 1985 Copper tubing, 72 X30 feet

Academic Core Mall, suspended from 4th floor

1 Biographical data taken from
http://www.albrightknox.org/ArtStart/Puryear.htm accessed 5/13/02.

2 Sharon, Patton, African American Art (New York, 1998), p. 251.

3 Michael Brenson, “Works for Urban College Raise Hard Questions,” The New
York Times (8 April 1988).

4 Personal correspondence with Susan Lubosky Talbott, Art Director of the Des
Moines Art Center (27 January 2002).



Frank Stella is a second-generation Italian- American born in Malden, Massachusetts. After receiving his Princeton University BA in 1958, Stella rented a storefront on Manhattan’s
Lower East side and began making paintings of symmetrical black stripes on canvas with ordinary house paint. These ‘black paintings’ became milestones in 1960s Minimalism, a
movement that attempted to downplay the artist’s role through an emphasis on pure form and color.

By the 1970s, artists like Stella, challenged categories like painting and sculpture by creating hybrids of both. He was also among those artists involved in the Art Strike Against War,
Repression, and Racism that brought artists’ voices into the political realm. Stella was a radical who experimented with non-traditional materials like fabrics and plastics and painted
constructions that used ‘real’ space rather than its illusion. The initial result was his 1973 "Polish Village" series, the first of several large wall-hung works.

York College’s Brzozdowce III is one in that series titled, as were others in the 40-piece series, after a village where the Nazis destroyed a wooden synagogue during WWII.1 Stella was a
skilled draftsman who systematically created designs on paper before building the final three-dimensional artwork. He used geometry "to distill the image to paint and canvas alone.2

Brzozdowce III hangs like a gigantic puzzle, but the angular silhouette of an A-frame building is visible.

The Museum of Modern Art mounted two major Stella expositions in 1970 and 1987. Numerous museums throughout the world have Frank Stella’s art in their permanent collections.
Among the several honors to his credit, in 1983, Harvard University named Stella the Charles Eliot Norton Professor of Poetry, an honor previously bestowed on Igor Stravinsky and T.S.
Eliot. Yet, when asked what he has yet to accomplish, Stella responds without hesitation: "I'd like to build one building."  

MMaarrggaarreett  RRoossee  VVeennddrryyeess,,   PPhh..DD..

Frank Stella (b. 1936, United States) Brozozdowce III, 1973 Mixed media, 124 x 89 x 7 inches

Academic Core, North Mall, 2
nd

floor

1Phillip Leider, “Stella Since 1970,” Art In America (March/April 1978). Brzozdowce III was included in the exhibition
of the same name which began at Fort Worth Museum and traveled to eight other venues.

2Lucy R. Lippard, ed., "Questions to Stella and Judd (Interview by Bruce Glaser)," ArtNews (Sept. 1966).



Marta Chilindron studied fine art at the State University of NY. She uses wood, plastic, metals, and other materials to create sculptures that make abstract forms familiar. All of
Chilindron’s work refers to common objects such as chairs, tables, and shelves. She begins with the flat lines of a drawing and makes them three-dimensional.1 Chilindron has exhibited
internationally and her art can be found in many prestigious private and public collections. York College is fortunate to have Chilindron's Opus II on permanent display in our library.2

The word opus is most commonly used in connection with sequential musical compositions. Like a silent musical score, Opus II is a symphony wherein each instrument collaborates
to complete one work of art. However, we should not make too much of the title because Chilindron prefers to leave her work untitled. She wants each viewer to “feel free to add”
their own meaning to her art. As was the case with some of our most treasured classical music, Opus II was titled, not by the artist, but by the architect in charge of fabricating
Chilindron’s design in wood.3

Opus II is a three-sectioned Minimalist sculpture. Minimalism is a style of art made popular during the 1960s and 70s that often appears sterile and impersonal. Amongst the library
bookshelves, Opus II reveals itself as separate and yet somehow connected. Chilindron’s sculpture can be as puzzling as it is entertaining.

Opus II has a thought-provoking presence that invites personal interpretations. One section looks like a window frame that does not offer any view of the inside. The center structure
is shaped like a house whose slanted roof is echoed on the inner levels. Inside, what appear to be slanted floors are repeated and add movement to the otherwise motionless structure.
On the opposite side is a half paneled triangle with small triangular cutouts in its lower right and left side that echoes the whole sculpture and brings it together. In this final third,
Chilindron lets you in to a hiding place. But, in the end, we can see large, distorted depictions of a table, shelves and a chair.
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Marta Chilindron (b. 1951, Uruguay) Opus II, 1986 Baltic birch, 144 x 84 x 54 inches

York College Library

1Personal electronic correspondence with Chilindron, 9 April 2002.

2Opus II was moved sometime after 1987 from outside of the President’s Office to the lower level
of the library.

3Letter from Chilindron to author, 23 April 2002.



Sina Yussuff was a distinguished artist-in-residence at York College during the academic year 1992-93. Yussuff was born in Ijebu-Ode, Ogun State, Nigeria.1 He earned his BFA in 1972
from Ahmadu Bello University in Zaria and continued post-graduate work in Art Gallery and Museum Studies at the University of Manchester, England.

After much struggle, Nigeria gained its independence from Britain in 1960. Yussuff, as teacher, administrator and practicing artist, was an active participant in Nigeria’s nation-
building process. His paintings, murals and sculptures earned him high praise as an important contributor to Nigerian visual art.

A well-traveled individual, Yussuff took inspiration from the diverse environments he experienced. Pray America and Landscape II, both hanging in our library are two of several Yussuff
paintings to be found on the York College campus. Landscape II, a sunset falling over York’s campus, documents his visit to Jamaica, Queens. Standing before the picture, you can almost
feel the sun’s warmth radiating off the canvas. Enveloped in this vibrant sky, a couple becomes a part of the magnificent skyline. Yussuff placed a color bar, an art teacher’s tool, in the
bottom left hand corner. It seems to be a reminder that color contrasts bring a painting to life as much as variety and diversity brings our campus to life. Though each painting is
unique, Yussuff’s use of color makes his work immediately identifiable.

During Yussuff’s tenure at York, the College Art Gallery held two exhibitions of his paintings. He was an intelligent teacher who touched many lives through his lectures and his art.
Yussuff returned to Nigeria in May of 1993 to continue his artistic and political work. Sadly, a fatal car accident took his life and caused a major loss to the art world. Humanity on a
whole and we here at York College were extremely fortunate to have known Sina Yussuff. To appreciate his art, is to appreciate the man.
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Sina Yussuff (1943 – c. 1994, Nigeria) Landscape II, 1993 Acrylic and oil on canvas, 36 x 60 inches

York College Library

1A file on Yussuff is located in the Department of Performing and Fine Arts, Academic Core 1A12.



James Brown is an African-American painter, illustrator and graphic artist. In a biographical statement, Brown wrote that “art is a means of making people more cognizant of their
historical origins and the vitality of their own culture.”1 He has dedicated his life to documenting the everyday experiences of black people. Brown considers Haiti his second home,
but he is a New Yorker who lives in Queens, which is probably where Farmer’s Market was conceived.

Farmer’s Market is packed with beautiful ripe produce and eager shoppers. This is a multi-ethnic, urban market scene with a country tone. Weighing scales hover overhead like festive
balloons that bring the space to life. The light background outlines the figures, which seem individual even though they have obscured faces.

From a distance, Brown’s Farmer’s Market looks like an awesome color photograph because the fine brush strokes make the painting’s surface slick like a photograph. But, up close, it
is clearly a skillful painting. As one moves away from the painting, details seem to appear ,but Brown actually abbreviated quite a bit. Because the market scene is familiar, the viewer
fills in the missing details.

Brown received his BA from Long Island University and his MS from Brooklyn College. Brown’s art has been exhibited throughout the United States, Europe, Canada and the Caribbean
alongside better-known artists like Romare Bearden, Frank Stella and Elizabeth Catlett who are also represented in the York College Fine Arts Collection.
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James Brown (United States) Farmer’s Market, 1986 Oil on canvas, 60 x 83 inches

Academic Core, North Mall, 3
rd

floor

1http://www.carrieartcollection.com/artist-arc/james_brown/statement.html accessed on 05/16/02.


